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Abstract
This survey presents some recent trends and results (most of them unpublished) in minimal
groups. The following are the main direction:
(a) permanence properties of minimal groups;
(b) complete minimal groups;
(c) countably compact minimal groups;
(d) algebraic structure of minimal abelian groups.
In (a) we discuss preservation of minimality under the main group-theoretic operations: taking
(direct or semidirect) products, quotients and (dense or closed) subgroups. Particular emphasis
is given to infinite products and the critical power of minimality of a minimal abelian group G
(this is the least nonminimal power of G provided such powers exist, otherwise K(G) = 1). In
particular, there exist (strongly) pseudocompact minimal abelian groups G with K(G) = WI, while
for countably compact minimal abelian groups G either K(G) = 1, when the connected component
of G is compact, or K(G) = w otherwise.
(b) and (c) are parallel but in opposite direction. In (b) we put completeness-like
conditions on
the minimal groups and see when they are compact. In (c) we impose countable compactness on
the minimal groups and look for further conditions which may yield compactness. In this way
(b) becomes a chase for precompactness,
while (c) becomes a chase for completeness. This is
why we dedicate in (b) special attention to the celebrated precompactness
theorem for minimal
abelian groups of Prodanov and Stoyanov and we offer some examples and comments in the case
of nilpotent groups. Here we consider also stronger completeness conditions, as local compactness,
completeness of all quotients, etc.
It turns out that the question whether connected, countably compact, minimal abelian groups
are compact depends on the existence of measurable cardinals. More precisely, the connected
component of a countably compact minimal abelian group G must be compact whenever its
size is not Ulam-measurable.
In such a case K(G) = 1 and the algebraic structure of G can be
completely described. Under the assumption that there exist measurable cardinals one can construct
a noncompact w-bounded, connected, minimal abelian group G (this entails, of course, K(G) = w).
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In (d) we give an alternative exposition of the known results on this question. Our approach
takes into account the connection between the algebraic invariants of the group and its topological
properties. We pay special attention to the case of abelian groups of free-rank < c resolved by
Schinkel (1990, Dissertation) and answer an open question of his regarding the case of torsion-free
groups of large free-ranks. We show that ZFC cannot answer the question whether the free abelian
group F of rank c admits minimal pseudocompact group topologies, even if F admits both (totally)
minimal group topologies and pseudocompact group topologies. 0 1998 Elsevier Science B.V.
Keywords:

(Totally) minimal groups; Complete groups; Precompact groups; Countably compact
groups; w-bounded groups; Compact groups; Connected groups; Totally disconnected groups;
Zero-dimensional groups; Measurable cardinal
AMS classi$cation:

Primary 54Hll; 22A05, Secondary 54D30
Dedicated to the memory of Ivan Prodanov
whose groundbreaking results and challenging
questions opened this fascinating jield

1. Introduction
A Hausdorff topological

group (G, T) is minimal if 7 is a minimal

tially ordered (with respect to inclusion)
G (examples
generalization

element of the par-

set of Hausdorff group topologies

on the group

are given in Section 1.1). Introduced by Stephenson Jr [103] as a natural
of compact groups, minimal groups turned out to be quite unpredictable.

More precisely, many typical properties of the compact groups fail in general for a minimal group: (1) a quotient of a minimal group need not be minimal, (2) the product of two
minimal groups need not be minimal,

(3) a closed subgroup of a minimal group need not

be minimal, (4) a complete minimal group need not be compact, (5) the character and
the pseudocharacter of a minimal group need not coincide, etc. This phenomenon created
many hard problems and their solutions developed gradually this area in the last 25 years.
The last three of the five properties listed above are present in the abelian case:
Prodanov and Stoyanov [89] established the compactness of the complete minimal abelian
groups (i.e., precompactness
the theory of minimal

of the minimal

abelian

groups).

This question

dominated

groups for a period of almost ten years. The other two properties

are easy to check in the abelian case.
On the other hand, the first two properties strongly fail even in the abelian case. This
justified the isolation in [33] of the smaller class of totally minimal groups characterized by this property (i.e., Hausdorff groups having all Hausdorff quotients minimal, or
equivalently, satisfying the open mapping theorem). Analogously, Stoyanov [ 1071 introduced the pe$ectly minimal groups (the groups G such that G x H is minimal for every
minimal group H).
This survey is focused on four topics: the precompactness
theorem, the algebraic
structure of the minimal abelian groups, countably compact minimal groups, and infinite
products of minimal abelian groups. Section 7 contains some mixed results: universal
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groups, categorically

compact

groups, minimality

and dimension,

minimal

rings, mod-

ules and fields. We tried to avoid large overlap with the surveys [3,4,12,13,89],
book [35] that discuss minimal

groups. In particular,

we recommend

and the

the recent survey

[13, Section 3.31 and the book [35] for the topics we do not discuss here (for example,
Arhangel’skii’s
of a minimal

question

about the coincidence

group resolved by Shakhmatov

order to make the paper reasonably
relevant

examples

of minimal

of the character and the pseudocharacter
[99], Guran [66] and Pestov [79], etc.). In

self-contained

we recall in Sections

groups and the necessary

definitions.

1.l and 2 the

This should enable

the reader to follow the main stream of the paper without substantial recourse to [35]. In
Section 2 we discuss permanence properties of minimal groups with particular emphasis
on taking subgroups, quotients (totally minimal groups) and finite products (perfectly
minimal groups), infinite products (essentially powers) are considered in Section 6. Various aspects of the precompactness theorem of Prodanov and Stoyanov can be found in
Section 3. The algebraic

structure

of the minimal

abelian

groups is discussed

tion 4. Section 5 contains
compact groups.

some recent results on the structure of the minimal

in Sec-

countably

In this paper we denote by N and p the sets of naturals and primes, respectively,
iZ the integers by Q the rationals,

by

by IR the reals, by T the unit circle group Iw/Z, by Z,

the p-adic integers 0, t P). The cardinality of continuum 2” will be denoted also by c.
Let G be a group and A be a subset of G. We denote by 1 the neutral element of G
and by (A) the subgroup of G generated by A. The group G is divisible if for every
g E G and positive n E N the equation xTL= g has a solution in G, G is reduced if 1
is the only divisible subgroup of G. Topological groups are Hausdorff and completeness
is intended with respect to the two-sided uniformity, so that every topological group
G has a (Raikov) completion which we denote by G. A group G is precompact if G
is compact, pseudocompact
countably

undefined

if every continuous

real-valued

function

on G is bounded,

compact-if

each open countable cover of G admits a finite subcover.
symbols or notions see [55] or [58].

1.1. Examples

of minimal

groups

Here are our first examples
given in Examples

For

of noncompact

minimal

groups. Further examples will be

2.3, 2.7, 3.6, 5.1, 5.4, 5.5 and Theorems

7.1, 7.11.

Example 1.1. The following groups are minimal:
(a) Z with the p-adic topology TV, where p is a prime number. Prodanov
1971 that the p-adic topologies

are the only precompact

showed in

minimal group topologies

on Z [80] (for algebras see [81,88]). (The minimality of the 2-adic topologies on
Z was established by Doitchinov [48] in a different (direct) way.)
(b) The rational torus-the
rational points Q/Z on the circle T = R/Z equipped with
the induced topology [48,103].
(c) The unitary group of an infinite-dimensional

Hilbert

space [ 1101 with topology

defined as follows, T, + T if for every point 5 of the space llTaz - Tzll + 0
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(i.e., a basic neighbourhood

of the identity

operator is U(F, e) = (7’: (Ye E F)

J(Te - ell < E}, where E > 0 and F is a finite set of points).
(d) Semisimple

noncompact

Lie groups with finite center, for example,

SL,(IR)

for

n > 1 [93].
(e) The symmetric
convergence

group S(X)

of any infinite set X with the topology of pointwise

[ 171 (actually, Gaughan [60] showed that this is the smallest Hausdorff

group topology on the symmetric

group S(X)).

It is easy to see that the additive group R of the reals is not minimal-just
continuous injective homomorphism IR + T2.

take any

2. Subgroups, quotients and products of minimal groups
Here we discuss briefly

when minimality

is inherited

by some natural

group con-

structions as taking subgroups, quotients and finite direct products. Infinite products and
powers will be discussed later in Section 8. As far as subgroups are concerned we have
two natural cases to consider-dense

subgroups

and closed subgroups.

2.1. Dense subgroups of minimal groups
The following notion turns out to be crucial here-a
subgroup H of a topological
group G is essential if H n N # { 1) f or every nontrivial closed normal subgroup N of
G. Then: a dense subgroup H of a minimal group G is minimal iff H is an essential
subgroup of G. Actually,

the following

more general criterion holds:

Theorem 2.1 [6,80,103]. Let G be a Hausdog

topological group and H be a dense

subgroup of G. Then H is minimal iff G is minimal and H is essential in G.
The minimality
independently
naschewski

criterion,

given by Stephenson

also by Prodanov

[6]. The full power of this criterion

groups (for minimal

[103] for compact groups was proved

[80], while the general

case was considered

in constructing

minimal

by Ba-

noncomplete

complete groups see Section 3) became clear only after Prodanov’s

ingenious work [80,85,82,83,87].
Let us see now how this criterion

works to check the minimality

Example 1.1(a) and (b).
(a) Let p be a prime number, then the completion

of the groups in

of (Z, rp) is the compact group Zp

of p-adic integers. Since every closed non-zero subgroup N of Z, has the form pnZ,
for some n E N, it follows that N is open. Hence % II N # 0.
(b) Q/Z is dense in the compact group T and every closed proper subgroup of T is
finite, hence contained in Q/Z. Thus Q/Z is essential in T.
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2.2. Closed subgroups
Prodanov

of minimal groups

[80] proved that closed subgroups

We give this result in the following
Theorem

51

of minimal

abelian groups are minimal.

stronger form [35, Proposition

7.251:

2.2. A closed central subgroup of a minimal group is minimal.

Doitchinov

[48] showed that a closed direct summand

minimal. The following

of a minimal

in 1979 [18] shows that this cannot be extended to closed semidirect
closed fully invariant

group must be

simple, but important example found by Dierolf and Schwanengel
(in particular,

normal) essential

subgroups

summands,

of minimal

nor to

groups.

Example 2.3. Let G be the semidirect product R’ x 0 Iw with respect to the action 0 of the
multiplicative group R* = R \ (0) on the additive group R by means of multiplication,
i.e., G is isomorphic to the matrix group
0.

b

0

1

K 1

: aER*,

bEIR
I

Then G is minimal (for a more general result see Theorem
G’ N Iw is not minimal.
It was conjectured

by Arhangel’skii

closed subgroup

of a minimal

closed subgroups

of minimal

7.1) but its derived group

that every topological

group is isomorphic

to a

group (see 14,131). This would imply that the class of
groups coincides

with the class of all topological

groups.

Arhangel’skii conjecture anticipates the idea that minimal groups having all subgroups
minimal should be of very special type. Indeed, in the case of compact abelian groups
Prodanov

[80] ([35, Theorem 5.2.51) obtained the following characterization

of p-adic integers (generalized

later by him for modules

of the groups

[87,88]).

Theorem 2.4. Let G be an infinite compact abelian group. Then every subgroup of G
is minimal ifs G is isomorphic

to one of the groups of p-adic integers.

Inspired by this theorem Stoyanov and the author [44] ([35, Section 5.4, p. 1781) found
a characterization of the minimal
results can be found in [102,20].

abelian groups having all subgroups

minimal.

Similar

2.3. Quotients of minimal groups
Quotients

of minimal

Example 2.3, then G/G’
given in [33]:

groups need not be minimal.
g R” is not minimal.

Definition 2.5. A Hausdorff
tally minimal.

Take for example the group G of

This justified

group having all Hausdorff

the following

quotients

minimal

definition

is called to-
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Obviously

compact groups are totally minimal

imal. Clearly, topologically

simple minimal

topologically simple if it contains no nontrivial
Examples
minimal,

1.1 are totally minimal.

and totally minimal

groups are also totally

groups are minminimal

closed normal subgroups).

Still a lot of minimal

abelian groups fail to be totally

as Example 2.7 shows. First we need, as in the case of minimality,

for total minimality
The following

of dense subgroups

notion was introduced
N of G the intersection

a criterion

and closed subgroups.
by Soundararajan

abelian case: a subgroup H of a topological
normal subgroup

(a group

All groups of

[ 1021 (see also [ 1111) in the

group G is totally dense if for every closed
H

n N is dense in N.

Theorem 2.6 [33,98]. Let G be a Hausdofl topological group and H be a dense subgroup of G. Then H is totally minimal $f G is totally minimal and H is totally dense
in G.
In the next example we exploit the fact that every totally dense subgroup

of a topo-

logical abelian group G must contain the torsion part t(G) of G.
Example 2.7. The subgroup

Sot(T)

of T generated

by all elements

of prime order is

dense and essential. Hence, by Theorem 2.1 and the above criterion every proper subgroup
of Q/Z

that contains

Soc(YT) is minimal,

As far as closed subgroups

but not totally minimal.

of totally minimal

of Theorem 2.2 remains true [35, Proposition

groups are concerned,

the counterpart

7.251, i.e., total minimal@ is inherited by

closed central subgroups.
Total minimality may follow from some algebraic property of the underlying
a minimal

abelian group as the following

group of

theorem shows.

Theorem 2.8 [22]. Divisible minimal abelian groups are totally minimal.
Dierolf and Schwanengel

presented every discrete group as a quotient group of a locally

compact minimal group [18]. Motivated by this example Arhangel’skii [4, Problem VI.61
posed the following question (recorded also in [ 11, Problem 5 191) intended to measure
the failure of minimality
Question

to be preserved by quotients.

2.9. Is every topological

group isomorphic

to a quotient of a minimal

group?

The first results in this direction were obtained by Remus and Stoyanov, they showed
that some locally compact groups are retracts of locally compact minimal groups [93,
Corollaries 3.7, 3.81. Later Megrelishvili
showed that actually many large classes of
topological groups admit a strongly positive answer to Question 2.9. All groups of those
classes are retracts of perfectly minimal groups: abelian topological groups [73, Theorem
4.131, locally precompact abelian groups (they are retracts of locally precompact perfectly
minimal groups [73, Theorem 2.12]), subgroups of linear isometry groups of Asplund
Banach spaces [75, Theorem 6.121, etc.
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Uspenskij

[116] announced

the following

concluding

answer to Arhangel’skij’s

ques-

tion: ’
Theorem 2.10. Every topological

group is isomorphic

to:

(a) a quotient of a complete minimal group;
(b) a retract (hence, to a closed subgroup) of a minimal group;
(c) a subgroup of a complete minimal topologically
Quotients
minimal.

abelian groups with respect to compact subgroups

A lot of examples

forwarded
Question

of minimal

simple group.
need not be

to this effect were given in [37]. The following

question

in [37] is still open:
2.11. Let G be an abelian group. Does there exists a minimal abelian group H

and a compact subgroup K of H such that the quotient H/K

is algebraically

isomorphic

to G?
2.4. Finite products of minimal groups
Answering a question of Choquet, Do’itchinov [48] showed that the Cartesian product
(Z, rp) x (Z, TV) is not minimal. The following simple proof of this fact was found by
Prodanov

[80]. The completion

of the group H = (Z, rP) x (25, rP) is isomorphic

Z, x Z,, so has 2@ closed nontrivial

subgroups

to

that meet each other only in 0. Since H

is countable, at least one of them meets H in 0. Hence H is not minimal by Theorem 2.1.
Doi’tchinov [48] proved that every compact group, as well as every torsion minimal
abelian

group, is perfectly

minimal

in terms of the following

natural

definition

given

[ 1071.

later by Stoyanov

Definition 2.12. A topological
every minimal group H.

group G is perfectly

minimal if G x H is minimal

for

Obviously, perfectly minimal groups are minimal. Stephenson
[ 1211 generalized
Doitchinov’s results by proving that every minimal group covered by compact subgroups
is also perfectly minimal.
totally minimal

This implies that all finite powers (Q/Z)”

by Theorem

are minimal,

hence

2.8 (see Section 6.2 for the infinite powers). Eberhardt

al. [53] proved that complete minimal groups are always perfectly minimal,
have the following stronger property:

et

actually they

Theorem 2.13 [53]. Ifa group G has a complete normal subgroup N such that both N
and the quotient G/N are minimal, then the group G is minimal.
In particular,

the minimality

of the quotient G/N

with respect to a compact subgroup

N yields minimality of G (this should be compared with Question 2.11).
It turned out that the “bad” behavior of the p-adic topology with respect to products
can be used as a test for perfect minimality.
2 Note added in August

1997: Recently Uspenskij withdrew

announcements

(a) and (b)
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Theorem 2.14 [107]. G is perfectly

minimal iff G x (Z, rp) is minimal for every prime

P.

The following

test for minimality

of finite products was given by Megrelishvili

[73,

proposition

1.131:

Proposition
is minimal.

2.15. Let G and H be minimal groups. Then G x H is minimal iff Z(G x H)

Since Z(G x H) = Z(G) x Z(H),

this shows that the problem of minimality

of finite

products is confined within the center of the groups. He showed also that the center
provides a good test for perfect minimality [73, Theorem 1.141:
Theorem 2.16. A minimal group G is per$ectly minimal iff Z(G)
In particular

every minimal group with trivial center is pefectly

The following

generalization

of Doitchinov’s

is perfectly

minimal.

minimal.

theorem can be derived from the abelian

case (proved in [40]) by means of this criterion.
Theorem 2.17. The countably compact minimal groups are pelfectly

minimal.

The theorem yields that all finite powers of a countably compact minimal groups are
minimal (this is not true for pseudocompact minimal abelian groups-see
Section 6.3).
This suggests the following
Question

question,

2.18. Let G be a minimal

set in [40] in the abelian case:
countably

compact group. Is G” minimal

?

We shall see in Section 6.4 that this question cannot be answered in ZFC even in the
case of abelian groups.

3. Complete

minimal

By the minimality
G is minimal

groups
criterion

(Theorem

and G is an essential

2.1), a group G is minimal

subgroup

iff its completion

of G. In this way the emphasis

goes to

the study of complete minimal groups. Another motivation to study the relation between
minimality and completeness comes from the general knowledge that for a topological
property P the notions of P-minimality
and P-closeness are strongly related [8]. In our
case P is “Hausdorff group topology”, hence P-closed means “complete”.
3.1. Locally compact minimal groups
Since locally compact groups are complete,
minimal groups that are locally compact.

we shall spend some time to discuss
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Theorem 3.1 [ 1031. Locally compact minimal abelian groups are compact.
The proof of this theorem follows immediately
abelian

group admits a coarser precompact

continuous
Example

homomorphisms

from the fact that every locally compact

topology,

namely

the one induced

to T. Let us note here that “abelian”

3.2 [ 181. The locally compact group G of Example

by the

is necessary:

2.3 is minimal

and non-

compact.
A very special case of locally compact
groups. Obviously

minimal

groups is that of minimal

discrete

they coincide with the Markov groups, i.e., infinite groups that admit

only the discrete topology as a Hausdorff group topology. Markov posed the problem
of the existence of such groups in 1944. The first answer came only in 1980. Under
the assumption of CH, Shelah [ 1001 constructed a J6nsson group M of cardinality WI
(i.e., all proper subgroups of M are countable), which has the additional property to be
also a simple Markov group (Hasse [68] showed that CH can be removed from Shelah’s
construction of the Markov group). Later Olshanskij [78] found the following elegant
example of a countable Markov group. For m, n E N, with m > 665 odd and n. > 1,
denote by A = A(m, n) Adian’s group [4], it is a torsion-free n-generated group such that
2 = Z(A) 2 Z. It was constructed in connection with Burnside’s problem: A/Z is an
infinite, obviously n-generated, torsion group of exponent m [5]. Then for the subgroup
2” of Z of mth powers the quotient G = A/P
has a finite cyclic center C = Z/Z”
such that every element

satisfies one of the m - 1 equations

z E G\C

xrn = a with

a E C, a # 1. Consequently, G\C is closed for every Hausdorff group topology r on
G. Since C is finite, this entails r is discrete. A comprehensive outline on this and other
Markov’s problems
Section 3.51.
A large supply
class of examples
generalization

on topologization
of locally

compact

see Example

of infinite groups can be found in the survey [ 13,
minimal

groups is given in [93]. For the first

1.1 (d) above. The second class of examples

comes as a

of Example 2.3 and will be discussed in Section 7.1 below (see also [ 13,

3.3E 3.3G]). The reader should be careful at this point, since in these papers completeness
is intended with respect to Weil’s completion. For example, Remus and Stoyanov [92]
raised the question

whether

every minimal

Weil complete

group is locally

compact.

to this effect were given in [93] (all are infinite products of locally
compact minimal groups). In the case of totally disconnected groups, the counterexample
is an infinite power of Shelah’s group M mentioned above, hence works only under CH

Counter-examples

[93, Theorem

2.21. The question

open [93, Question
3.2.

whether such an example

I]; [13, Question

The precompactness

is available

in ZFC is still

3.3.41.

theorem

It is natural to ask whether “locally compact” can be replaced by “complete” in Theorem 3.1, i.e., whether complete minimal abelian groups are compact. This question,
posed by Prodanov in 1972 (see also Doitchinov [49]), turned out to be very hard. Even
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the case of Z required nontrivial

means as Banach measure, etc. [85]. Let us give also

another form of this question which shows also another motivation.
the notion of precompactness:
compact or, equivalently,

a topological

group G is precompact

To this end we recall
if its completion

is

if for any open U # 0 in G there is a finite subset F C G such

that FU = G.
Question 3.3. Are minimal

abelian groups precompact?

At the very first stages of the study of minimal

topologies

Prodanov

observed

that

minimal precompact topologies on an abelian group G can be studied by means of
characters of G. More precisely, the minimal precompact topologies on G correspond to
minimal groups of point separating characters of G [80] (see also [35, Theorem 2.5.41).
Therefore a positive answer to Question 3.3 permits to use this approach to minimal
topologies.
In 1977 Prodanov

proved that every totally

minimal

abelian

group is precompact

[84]. Stimulated
a nonprecompact

by this theorem Dierolf and Schwanengel found the first example of
totally minimal group: the symmetric group S(X) of any infinite set
X (see Example 1.1(e), actually, S(X) 1s a 1so complete). Another example of a totally

minimal complete noncompact group is the unitary group of an infinite-dimensional
Hilbert space (see Example 1.1(c)). More examples of nonprecompact
minimal groups
are provided by all noncompact

locally compact minimal

groups considered

above.

In 1978 Prodanov had the original idea to study the minimal group topologies by means
of the maximal ones (these are the maximal elements in the set of nondiscrete Hausdorff
group topologies). The main point is that in contrast with the minimal topologies, maximal
topologies exist in profusion since Zorn’s lemma can be applied to produce maximal
topologies. Moreover, every minimal group topology on an abelian group G is contained
in every maximal topology on G. This made obvious the important role of the submaximal
topology (the infimum of all maximal topologies) of an abelian group, described explicitly
by Prodanov

[86]. This enabled him to prove that a huge part of every minimal

abelian

group must be precompact. Prodanov showed in [83] that minimal countable abelian
groups are precompact. It was established by Stoyanov [ 1041 that the minimal metrizable
periodic abelian groups are precompact.

The proof of this result used Folner’s

theorem

[56] as well as results of [34] and [84]. Later he established precompactness of all minimal
lG/(D(G)+t(G))l
< c, where D(G) is the maximal divisible

abelian groups G satisfying
subgroup

of G and t(G) is the torsion part of G [ 1081.

The final positive solution of the problem of precompactness was given by Prodanov
and Stoyanov in 1983 [90]. This is, undoubtedly, the major result obtained in the field
of minimal
The lack
some more
precompact
on all free
free group

groups so far. A simplified proof can be found in [35, Theorem 2.7.71.
of precompactness of the minimal topologies on some groups may be due to
general restraint. For example, the symmetric group S(X) does not admit a
group topology at all. Shakhmatov’s construction [99] of minimal topologies
groups of infinite rank leads to nonprecompact topologies. Nevertheless, the
may admit precompact minimal topologies-this
was a question posed by
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Stoyanov

in 1987. Precompact

minimal

topologies

on the free groups of rank 6 c were

found by Remus [9 1, (1.6)], but the question is still open for rank > c [ 13, Question 3.35 1.
In the sequel we investigate

the problem

of precompactness

on a given group in a class of groups reasonably
3.3. Precompactness
Here we discuss
Prodanov-Stoyanov’s

of all minimal

topologies

close to abelian.

of the minimal nilpotent groups
whether

“abelian”

can be replaced

by a weaker

assumption

theorem. To this end we need to recall some definitions.

in

The de-

rived series G(“) of a group G is defined by: G(O) = G and G(“+‘) is the commutator
group of G(“). A group G is soluble if G(“) = {l} f or some integer n, G is metabelian if
G(*) = { 1). The upper central series {Z,(G)}

of a group G is defined by: Zo(G) = {l}

and &+,(G)/&(G)
is the center of G/Z,(G).
A group G is nitpotent if Z,(G) = G
for some integer n. The smallest n with this property is called the nilpotency class of
G. In particular, nilpotent class 2 are those groups that are abelian modulo their center.
Clearly, nilpotent groups are soluble, but a metabelian group need not be nilpotent (see
Example 2.3).
Example 2.3 shows that “abelian” cannot be replaced by “metabelian” in ProdanovStoyanov’s theorem. Since metabelian is the lowest level of solubility, it becomes clear
that one has to try with nilpotent

groups. The next simple observation

by induction

on the nilpotency

Proposition

3.4. Totally minimal nilpotent groups are precompact.

is easily proved

class.

This positive result and Example 2.3 suggest that we restrict our investigation
problem of precompactness
Question

of the minimal

groups within the class of nilpotent

of the
groups.

3.5.

(a) Are minimal

nilpotent

groups precompact?

Is this true for nilpotent

groups of

class 2, for example, the Heisenberg group (1 )?
(b) Are soluble (at least metabelian) totally minimal groups precompact?
A key to (a) may be the nilpotent groups of class 2 of Warfield [ 117, Examples 5.10,
5.1 l] which admit no precompact topology. It would suffice to check whether one of
those groups admits a minimal group topology.
Let us recall that the Heisenberg group H is the matrix group

(k

I

F)I

(i

;

:):e,*,c+

The next example shows that at least some minimal

(1)
topologies

on H are precompact.

Example 3.6. The group H is minimal and precompact when equipped with the p-adic
topology. (For n E N let N, denote the subset of matrices (1) with a, b, c E pnZ. Then
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N,

is a normal

subgroup

of H and N,

coincides

with the subgroup

pnth powers in H. The groups N, give a filter-base of neighborhoods
topology of H.) The minimality
since the completion

I? coincides

generated

by all

of 1 of the p-adic

of H follows easily from the minimality

Criterion

2.1

with

and its center

is an essential closed subgroup of g such that ZnH is essential in 2. By Theorem 2.2 the
group H x H is not minimal
is not minimal.

since its center Z(H x H) 2 (Z, TV) x (25, TV) Z H/Z(H)

The second isomorphism

implies that the group H is not totally minimal.

A more general version is the following. For n > 1 denote by UT,(Z)
the group
of upper unitriangular n x n matrices over Z (clearly, UTJ(;Z) = H). The group G =
UT,(Z) is nilpotent of class n - 1 with Z(G) ” Z and one can prove that the padic topology of G (defined analogously) is minimal. Let us note here that according
to Theorem 2.2 every minimal topology on G induce on Z(G) the p-adic topology for
some prime p.
The above example suggests also the following
converse of Theorem 2.2 for nilpotent groups.

Problem 3.7. Prove or disprove that a precompact
Z(G)

problem

nilpotent

about the validity

of the

group G is minimal

iff

is minimal.

3.4. h-complete groups
Now we consider a stronger version of completeness that implies (total) minimality
under certain natural conditions. A topological group is h-complete if for any continuous onto homomorphism
f : G -+ H the group H is complete (equivalently,
continuous homomorphism f : G + H the subgroup f(G) of H is closed).

for every

Example 3.8. Any complete minimal topologically

simple group is h-complete. On the
other hand, locally compact totally minimal groups are h-complete as well. Hence for
every n > 1 the Lie group SL,(IR) is totally minimal ([93], or [35, Theorem 7.4.11
in the case n = 2) and thus h-complete. Consequently, h-complete groups need not be
compact.
h-completeness
is preserved under taking products and closed central subgroups [46,
Theorem 2.13, Proposition 2.81, but not arbitrary closed subgroups. In fact, since every
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topological

group is a subgroup of a complete minimal topologically

orem 2.10(c)),

the closed subgroups

groups.
The following

condition

of h-complete

will help to get minimality

ical group G is called w-precompact

from h-completeness.

separable

Theorem

topology

to a subgroup of a product of groups with a countable

3.9. Every continuous

surjective

homomorphism

and H metrizable,

if

base.

f : G --) H with G w-pre-

is open.

that every group with countable

network admits a coarser metrizable

group

[3], we obtain:

Corollary 3.10 [46, Corollary 3.31. Every h-complete
able network is totally minimal and metrizable.
Applying

Theorem

topological

3.41. Let G be an w-precompact

that all closed normal subgroups of G are h-complete.
By this theorem every separable abelian h-complete

3.12. Is every totally minimal

topological

group such

Then G is totally minimal.
group is totally minimal.

open the question whether this holds true for all h-complete
below). In the opposite direction we have following:

According

group with a count-

3.9 and the above corollary gives:

Theorem 3.11 [46, Theorem

Question

By

group is w-precompact

groups satisfy the following open mapping theorem [46, Theorem 3.21:

compact and h-complete,
Observing

A topolog-

groups are w-precompact.

virtue of a theorem due to Guran (see [3,64]), a topological
The h-complete

the complete

if for any open set U # 0 of G there is a countable

subset A C G such that AU = G. Obviously,
and only if it is isomorphic

simple group (The-

groups are precisely

It leaves

groups (see also Question 7.4

complete group h-complete?

to Example 3.8 this is true for locally compact totally minimal

groups.

Here comes the most important property of h-completeness:
in the presence of nilpotency of the underlying group it becomes equivalent to compactness (compare with
Example 3.8).
Theorem 3.13 [46, Corollary

3.91. Every

nilpotent

h-complete

topological

group

is

compact.
The proof makes use of the above mentioned property of separable abelian h-complete
groups and Prodanov-Stoyanov’s
theorem to conclude that every separable closed subgroup of an h-complete abelian group is compact. Hence such a group G is also countably
compact. Being also complete, it is compact. In the general case one argues by induction
on the nilpotency

class of the group.
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4. Algebraic

structure of the minimal

abelian groups

There may exist no minimal topologies on an abelian group, e.g., Q [85] or Z(p”)
This suggests the general problem
abelian groups, or equivalently,

to determine

the algebraic

[34].

structure of the minimal

the following:

Problem 4.1. Describe the abelian groups that admit minimal

group topologies.

In the sequel we denote by D(G) the maximal divisible subgroup of an abelian group
G, by t(G) the torsion subgroup of G and by r(G) the free-rank of G. Roughly speaking,
Problem 4.1 can be resolved successfully when D(G) or t(G) prevail in abelian group
G. Otherwise the problem remains still open even in the extreme cases D(G) = 0 (the
group G is reduced) or t(G) = 0 (the group G is torsion-free).
In Section 4.1 we give some information

about the structure of compact abelian groups

and some general remarks on the above problem. Then we discuss in detail the case of
abelian groups with r(G) < c divided in three subcases. In Section 4.2 we discuss
reduced groups where things are rather transparent. The next two cases are classified
depending on the impact of the minimal topology on the torsion part of the group: in
Section 4.3 we outline

the case when t(G)

is dense and minimal,

the remaining

case

is given in Section 4.4. Finally, in Section 4.5 we comment large abelian groups. The
more general problem of describing the topological (abelian) groups that admit a coarser
minimal

group topology (cf. [23] and [36]) will not be discussed here.

4.1. Localization

in compact abelian groups: quasi-p-torsion

elements

The localization technique described here was invented by Stoyanov [ 1051. For p E JY
and a topological abelian group G an element z E G is quasi-p-torsion if the cyclic subgroup (z) is either a finite p-group or equipped with the induced topology is isomorphic
to (Z, TV). The set Id,(G) of all quasi-p-torsion elements of G is a subgroup of G [35,
Chapter 41. For a compact abelian group K with discrete Pontryagin dual X one has:
id,(K)

= w;’ (Horn (X, Z(p”))),

is the canonical
this way td,(K)
also a complete

topological

isomorphism

where WK : K + X’ = Hom(X, 7’)
given by the Pontryagin

carries also a natural structure of a &,-module
description

of td,(K)

up to a topological

duality theorem;

in

[21]. This paper offers

isomorphism

when K does

not have subgroups isomorphic to ‘z: (see also [35, Section 4.21). In case K is totally
disconnected, every tdp( K) IS a closed subgroup and there is a topological isomorphism
[35, Example 4.1.31
K = n

td,(K).

(2)

PEP

The Z,-module structure of td,(K) gave the following local minimality criterion in [35,
Theorem 4.1.3(c)]: A precompact abelian group G is minimal iff G nontrivially meets
every cyclic Z,-submodule
of tdp(@ for every prime p (i.e., td,(G) = tdp(z) I- G is
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in t&(G)).

existence
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of minimal

topologies.

for the

In many cases they turn out to be also sufficient

(see

Sections 4.2 and 4.3).
The existence

of a minimal

topology

r on an abelian

a very stringent

condition

on the compact completion

on the algebraic

structure

of G. If G is reduced,

group G with r(G)

< c is

G of (G. r), and consequently,

then G is a product of compact p-

groups and p-adic integers. Otherwise, t&,(G) does not have subgroups isomorphic to
Zi (so has Z&-rank < 1) for every prime p. The connected component C of G satisfies
n+I=dimC=dimG<~and
t(C) g (Q/Z)”
td&

t&(C)

@ Z’M/%

= Z(p”)“p

x v,,

x B, x UP,

= t&,(C)

(3)

where ZM is the localization (i.e., the subring of Q generated by the set {l/p: p E P\M})
of the ring i% at a set of primes M s IID(in particular, iZ@= Q and Zp = Z), B, is a
compact p-group for p E Y, sp = n, VP = QP (the field of p-adic numbers) and U, = 0
for 1) E M, while sp = n + 1, VP = 0 and U, = Z, or U, = 0 for p E P \ M [21].
In his Ph.D. Thesis Schinkel
TS

[95] noticed that the algebraic isomorphism

HZ(p”)
P

yields
X* N nHom

(X,7,@“)),

(*)

so that (2) trivially remains valid in the general case, but only as an algebraic isomorphism (the module Hom(X, Z(p”))
is denoted by X*P and called p-dual group of X
in [95]). Therefore, the minimal topologization
oration of the above mentioned
are two: (a) the isomorphism
necessary

conditions,

visible

gives precise description
Horn (X, Z(p”))

criterion given in his Satz 3.6 is an elab-

local minimality

criterion.

(*), even if only algebraic,

The advantages

of Satz 3.6

is helpful in proving

that the

already at the local level, are also sufJicient; (b) Schinkel

of the components
2 Z(r,-)‘”

x flZ(p’“)‘”

x Q$ x Zi

in the general case that keep in mind the global structure of K = X* (here the cardinals
A,, ~1, v may depend on p, but always max{p, Au} = r(X)>. Schinkel gives a complete
solution of Problem 4.1 for groups of rank < c (the description (b) of the possible
completions G in this case coincides with that given in (3)). Nevertheless, we are still
far from complete

solution in the general case (see Remark 4.9(S) or Section 4.5).

4.2. Reduced abeliun groups of small rank
For simplicity we shall start the description
with the case of reduced groups.

of the minimal

abelian groups of rank < c

68
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Theorem 4.2.
(a) A torsion-free

abelian group G of finite rank G has minimal topologies

iff G is

reduced [25].
(b) Every torsion-free abelian group G with w < r(G) < c has totally minimal topologies [83].
(c) A reduced torsion abelian group G admits a minimal topology ifffor each prime p
the p-primary component
[35, Corollary 5.1.71.

of G is bounded and rP (G) is either$nite

One can extend this to reduced
find necessary

conditions

abelian

groups with r(G)

for such groups ensuring

or exponential

< c. The first step is to

that G has minimal

topologies.

The

necessary conditions given below were found in [21] (note that they are valid for nonreduced groups as well). It easily follows from Theorem 4.2 that these conditions are also
sufficient when G is splitting.

Theorem 4.3. Let G be a minimal abelian group with r(G) < 2w. Then:
(i) for every prime p rP(G) is either$nite
(ii) for each prime p the p-primary

or exponential;

component

of G/D(G)

is bounded.

The following theorem can be proved exploiting Schinkel’s construction (but his original theorem (Satz 5.5) was announced and proved under the hypothesis r(G) < c).

Theorem 4.4. Let G be a reduced abelian group with r(G) 6 c satisfying (i) and (ii)
from the above theorem, Then G admits a minimal group topology.
Hence (i) and (ii) present
minimal

topologies

a necessary

and sufficient

condition

on a reduced abelian group G satisfying

r(G)

for the existence

of

< c.

4.3. Abelian groups with dense minimal torsion subgroups
The compact abelian groups with dense minimal

torsion subgroups

(exotic tori) were

introduced and studied in [34]. The torsion part of an exotic torus G is totally dense
in G, consequently the totally minimal torsion abelian groups are precisely the torsion
subgroups of the exotic tori. Actually, the completion of any minimal torsion abelian
group is an exotic torus, so that this characterizes the class of exotic tori as the class of
completions

of minimal torsion abelian groups. The connected exotic tori G are especially

close to the usual tori (this suggested F’rodanov to give them the name exotic tori)-they
are finite-dimensional
and their torsion part is isomorphic to (Q/Z)n, where n = dim G
(i.e., M = 0 in (3), consequently sP = n - 1 and VP = UP = 0 for every p E IF’).
Moreover, they can be nicely presented as inverse limits of tori. This entails the existence
for every n E N of continuum many pairwise non homotopically equivalent connected
n-dimensional
exotic tori.
To face the nonreduced case we need several invariants. For an abelian group G set
v(G) := min {rp(G):

p E P}

and

d(G) := sup {r,(D(G)):

p E P}.
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Then an exotic torus K satisfies v(K)
are finite. Since I/ is preserved
(v(G)

= v(G)),

we conclude

3 dimK

= cl(K) and the latter two invariants

by the passage to the completion
that an abelian

of a minimal

group G that admits a topology

group
making

t(G)minimal satisfies
et(G) is finite and d(G) < v(G)
(since t@)

(4)

must be an exotic torus). In particular,

every torsion

minimal

groups G

satisfies (4) (along with (i) and (ii), by Theorem 4.3). In this case (4) is also sufficient:
Theorem 4.5. A torsion abelian group G admits a minimal topology iff G satisfies (i), (ii)
and (4). Moreover; G admits a minimal topology with positive-dimensional

completion

ijf t/(G) > 0.
Note that d(G) = 0 iff t(G) 1s reduced. Hence for reduced torsion groups (4) is
vacuously satisfied, so that we get (a) of Theorem 4.2. In the case of divisible torsion
groups condition

(4) becomes

spectacularly strong and yields G E (Q/Z)n, where 12 =
n are trivially satisfied. This theorem implies that for
d(G) = v(G) [34]. Now (i) and (“)
nonreduced minimal torsion abelian group v(G) > 0 necessarily holds.
In the next theorem we extend this result to nonreduced abelian groups with r(G) < c.
Now we have to add also v(G) > 0 according to the above remark, i.e., for a nonreduced
abelian group G with r(G)
for the existence

of minimal

< c, (4) and v(G) > 0 a necessary
topologies

and sufficient condition

is again (i) and (ii).

Theorem 4.6. Let G be a nonreduced abelian group with r(G) < c. Then TFAE:
(a) there exists a (minimal) group topology on G such that t(G) is a dense minimal
subgroup of G;
(b) (i), (ii), v(G) > 0 and (4) hold.
Sketch of Proof. Assume G has a topology that makes t(G) dense and minimal
also G minimal).

Then we can conclude

is an exotic torus of positive dimension,
the other hand, the inequality

d(G)

that the completion
hence v(K)

6 v(G)

> 0, consequently

follows from the minimality

Theorem 4.5. This proves the implication (a) =+ (b). The other implication
by following and strengthening Schinkel’s constructions,
0
Remark 4.7. Some comments

v(G)

> 0. On

of t(G)

and

can be proved

are in order here.

(1) The only fact that t(G) admits minimal
v(G) >
In fact,
d(G) =
topology
minimal,
topology

(and so

K of G for that topology

topology implies (4), but need not imply
0. Here the density of t(G) in G IS essential in the proof of v(G) > 0.
take G = T x (@, Q), w h ere T is a reduced torsion group, so that
v(G) = 0, while G is not reduced. By Theorem 4.4 T admits a minimal
if (i) and (ii) hold. Since the minimal topologies of T are also perfectly
and @, Q has a minimal topology by Theorem 4.2(b), there is a minimal
on G that is a product topology, so that T is closed subgroup of G.
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(2) It follows from (1) that item (a) of Theorem 4.6 cannot be replaced by the weaker:
“G and t(G) admit minimal

topologies”.

(3) It can be shown that the minimal

topology

in the above theorem can be chosen

such that dim G = n for any positive tz satisfying

d(G) 6 n < V(G).

In the next section we see that t(G) need not admit minimal

topologies

whenever

G

has a minimal topology (take Z(p-) x Q cw) that admits totally minimal topologies (being
divisible), while Z(p”) cannot have any minimal topology). According to Theorem 4.5,
for the nonreduced

abelian groups with r(G)

< c, (i) and (ii) this happens precisely when

d(G) > V(G).
4.4. Minimal groups with r(G) < c: the singular case
As mentioned
dimG

in Section 4.1, if G is a minimal

is finite and d(G) < dim2

abelian

group with r(G)

< c, then

6 v(G) + 1 (if G is also totally minimal,

then also

dimG - 1 < d(G) [35]). This proves that for a minimal
condition (4) must be replaced by a weaker condition:

abelian group G with r(G)

d(G) is finite and d(G) < v(G) + 1.
Consequently,

< c

(5)

for such a group G the reduced part G/D(G)

admits minimal topologies

according to Theorem 4.4. In order to better understand the nature of the condition (5) we
split it in two conditions, of which the first one was already considered and characterized
above in topological
d(G) is finite,

terms (Theorem 4.6).
d(G) < v(G),

d(G) = v(G) + 1 is finite

or

v(G) > 0;

(6)

d(G) = v(G) = 0.

(7)

The second one, (7), can be considered

as a “singular”

its full strength is visible in the divisible

case, we recall first the description

of the divisible

minimal

groups with r(G)

one to a certain extent. Since

< c in terms of these conditions.

from [22]
Now (5)

yields v(G) 6 d(G) 6 v(G) + 1 m view of the obvious inequality v(G) < cl(G). For
an arbitrary abelian group G denote by P_ (G) the set {p E P: t-n(G) = v(G)}.
(A) For a divisible abelian group G, (6) becomes d(G) = v(G) = m > 0, i.e.,
G = Q(r(G)) @ (Q/Z)m.

Then t(G)

admits a minimal

topology

with compact

connected completion C, hence we can extend the (essential) inclusion of t(G)
in C by embedding the torsion-free part of G in C (this is possible as r(G) <
c = r(C)). Now the dimension of the completion G = C of such a minimal
topology is dim G = m. If r(G) is finite, this is the only possibility, otherwise both
dim G = m or dim 6 = m + 1 are possible, but in the second case G = C x Q*.
(B) For a divisible abelian group G, (7) splits in two cases.
- If d(G) = v(G) = 0, then G is torsion-free, so that G admits minimal topologies iff r(G) is infinite according to Theorem 4.2. The completion of such a
topology is necessarily isomorphic to the one-dimensional
compact connected
group Q*.
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- The case d(G)

=

v(G)

+ 1 =

m determines

the torsion

t(G) = (Q/Z)+' @ Zp_(&iz. N ow G admits minimal
r(G)

2

IF(G

Th e only possible

dimension

part of G as
topologies

iff

of the completion

of such

notion. A subgroup

H of an

topology is m.
To face (7) in the general case we need the following
abelian group G is weakly pure if $7
that a torsion-free

subgroup

= pG

n H for every prime

H is weakly pure iff rp(G) = rP(G/H)

p.

It can be proved

for every prime p.

Theorem 4.8. Let G be a nonreduced abelian group with r(G) < c and (7). Then G
admits minimal group topology iff G satisfies condition (i) and there exists a torsion-free
weakly pure subgroup H of G with the following properties:
(a) for each prime p the p-primary
(b) r(H)
According

component

of (G/H)/D(G/H)

is bounded.

3 IP-(G)l.
to Theorem 4.6 for none of the minimal group topologies on G the subgroup

t(G) is dense and minimal.

Remark 4.9. The proof of this theorem can be obtained from the proof of [95, Satz 5.91
of Schinkel that resolves Problem 4.1 for abelian groups with r(G) < c. We preferred to
split his Satz 5.9 in two steps (Theorems 4.6 and 4.8) in order to avoid, when possible,
the interference

of the subgroup

H that appears for the first time in [95]. We say below

a few words about H which is always nontrivial due to (b).
(o) It was proved in [21] that when G = Gt @ t(G), i.e., G is a splitting group,
condition (i) from Theorem 4.3 and (a) and (b) of Theorem 4.8 with H = G1 are
sufficient for the existence of minimal topologies on G. Note that in this case (a) is
equivalent to (ii) from Theorem 4.3 (it can be shown that (a) always implies (ii)).
Moreover,

since r(H)

= r(G),

this condition

is also necessary

[21]. However,

this condition is not sufficient in the general case of abelian groups with r(G) < c,
this occurs in the case considered in (,O), where the presence of the subgroup H
becomes essential [95, Beispiel 5.101.
(0) The case (7) is fulfilled: the only possible value of dim G is n = y(G)+
biggest possible set P in Schinkel’s

1. Now the

theorem [95, Satz 5.91 can be P \ P_ (G), so

that now the inequality r(H) 3 1P_ (G)] is th e weakest possible, since one has the
inequality r(H) 3 IP \ PI by Schinkel’s theorem, so that also r(H) 3 /P_ (G) I.
(y) If (7) is not fulfilled, i.e., (6) holds, one can take n in [95, Satz 5.91 arbitrarily in
the interval [d(G), v(G)], so that the inequalities in [95, Satz 5.91 are satisfied for
any set P, in particular with P = p. This puts no restriction on H, in particular
one can take H = 0, as 0 is always a weakly pure subgroup. This explains why
H did not appear in Theorem 4.6.
(6) Theorems 4.6 and 4.8 provide sufficient conditions for the existence of minimal
group topologies on abelian groups of free-rank < c. Nevertheless, for groups G
with r(G) = c these conditions are no more necessary (one can easily find compact
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abelian

groups G with r(G)

= d(G)

= c and v(G)

= 0). Hence Problem

4.1

remains open even in this case.
In all cases we considered

till now, a group G admitting

a minimal

admits also a splitting minimal group topology (i.e., the connected
topologically).

group topology

component

of G splits

In the case of torsion abelian group G there is some stronger property: G

admits a topological

splitting

G = Gr x GZ such that: both Gr and G2 are (perfectly)

minimal, Gr is the closure of D(G), the completion Gr is connected, while GZ is totally
disconnected. We do not know if such a stronger property is available in the remaining
cases.
4.5. Minimal groups with larger free-rank
Here we consider Problem 4.1 for abelian groups with r(G) 2 c. It is completely
resolved in the following two cases. Divisible abelian groups of cardinality 3 c admit
minimal topologies precisely when they admit a compact topology [22]. To give the next
theorem of Stoyanov
[106]. An infinite

[ 1061 for free abelian groups we recall the following

cardinal

definition from

number

r is admissible if there exist cardinals on (n E N)
such that sup2”- < r 6 2”*, “,. Clearly, exponential cardinals are admissible. If r is
an admissible nonexponential
cardinal, then supn on must coincide with log r and must
be a proper limit (obviously,

with cf(log r) = w).

Theorem 4.10 [ 1061. A free abelian group F admits minimal topologies iff its cardinal&
is an admissible
Stoyanov
admissible,

cardinal.

proved also that the cardinality

of every minimal

so that along with this theorem one obtains

abelian

a complete

the possible cardinalities of minimal abelian groups [106].
For free abelian groups of cardinality > c we have the following
of “simultaneous

group is always

characterization
surprising

of

possibility

topologization”.

Theorem 4.11. Let F be a free abelian group and IFI 2 c.
(1) If IFI > c then TFAE:
(a) F admits minimal topologies and F admits pseudocompact
(b) F admits a minimal pseudocompact topology.
(2) If 1F I = c, then F admits a minimal pseudocompact

topologies,

topology ifs 2w’ = c.

Item (2) shows that ZFC cannot decide whether the free abelian group F, of cardinality
c admits a minimal pseudocompact
topology (note that F, admits a totally minimal
topology and a pseudocompact topology [41]). The hypothesis IFI 3 c is natural, since
van Douwen [51] showed that every infinite pseudocompact group has cardinality > c.
It is still not clear when torsion-free abelian groups admit minimal topologies (now
the criterion provided by [95, Satz 3.61 gives the same as already found by Prodanov
[83]). The classes of divisible groups and free groups were discussed above. A larger
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class of torsion-free
decomposable

abelian groups that contains both these classes is that of completely

groups (direct sums of rank 1 groups, see [58, Section 861). Here is a good

evidence that the problem is still open even in the particular case of reduced groups within
this class.
The following
by (*) a condition

is (equivalent

to) a question of Schinkel [95, p. 491 (actually, he denotes

which is equivalent

Question 4.12. Does a torsion-free

to (8)).

abelian group of admissible

cardinality

admit a min-

imal topology when
r(G)

> 2’Oslo(c)l?

(8)

Note that (8) becomes
be reformulated
torsion-free

vacuous

when G is reduced,
can Theorem

in this case as follows:

abelian groups? The next example

hence Schinkel’s
4.10 be extended

answers negatively

question

can

to all reduced

this question.

Example 4.13. Denote by B the direct sum eP Z{,). For every cardinal (Y > c the group
G = I?(“) is reduced

and completely

decomposable.

Furthermore,

G admits minimal

topologies precisely when cy = IGI is exponential.

(Clearly, G admits a minimal topology

for all Q < c.) So that to get the counterexample
not exponential.

it suffices to choose cy admissible

but

The proof of the above statement, as well as that of Theorem 4.11, follow from more
general results of the author on minimal topologization of torsion-free groups that will
be published

elsewhere.

5. Countably compact minimal groups
The facts we exposed about complete minimal groups suggest to replace completeness
by another form of compactness and see when minimal groups with that property are
compact. Here we choose countably

compact groups. An easy way to get countable

com-

pactness is the following. Let {K,}~,I be a family of compact groups and let CiEr K,
denote the Corson C-product of this family, i.e., the subset of all elements of the Cartesian product l&,, Ki having countable support. It is easy to see that this is a normal
countably compact subgroup of ni,,
Ki. Actually, it has the following stronger property which always implies countable compactness: every countable subset is contained
in a compact subgroup.

countably
5.1.

Such groups will be called w-bounded.
compact groups are precompact.

Let us recall also that

Totally minimal groups

The first example

of a totally minimal

Comfort and Grant [12]:

noncompact

w-bounded

group was given by
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Example

5.1. There exists an w-bounded

group (take any finite simple non-abelian

totally minimal,

zero-dimensional

noncompact

group F, then C F” works for any uncount-

able a).
The example fully exploited

the strong non-abelian

features of the group in question

so that this suggested the following:
Question

5.2. Are totally

minimal

(totally

disconnected)

countably

compact,

abelian

groups compact?
Comfort and Soundararajan [ 161 answered affirmatively for zero-dimensional
groups.
A positive answer in the general case was obtained in [40]. It leads to the following
theorem (for the step from “abelian”
nilpotency

to “nilpotent”

one carries out an induction

on the

class):

Theorem 5.3. Totally minimal, countably compact, nilpotent (in particular; abelian)
groups are compact.
Let us see if the hypotheses

of the theorem

can be weakened.

When one replaces

“countably compact” by “pseudocompact” the situation changes essentially. Comfort and
Soundararajan [ 161 found connected totally minimal pseudocompact noncompact abelian
groups. Extending their result, Shakhmatov and the author proved that every compact
abelian group G with nonmetrizable connected component of zero contains a proper dense
totally minimal pseudocompact subgroup [40, Theorem 1.91. Furthermore, these authors
proved, under the assumption of 2wL = c, that a compact abelian group G contains proper
dense totally minimal pseudocompact subgroups iff G does not have torsion closed GJsubgroups [40, Theorem 1.81. These statements should be compared with Theorem 5.3
that can be given also as follows: no compact abelian group admits a proper dense totally
minimal

countably

“Nilpotent”

compact subgroup.

cannot be removed

from Theorem

following

counterexample

Example

5.4. The group G = C S03(R)“’

5.3 in view of Example

5.1 and the

[40].
is w-bounded,

connected

and totally mini-

mal, but not compact.
Finally, the tentative to weaken “totally minimal”
Example

5.5 [41]. There exists an w-bounded

in Theorem 5.3 leads to:

minimal

zero-dimensional

noncompact

abelian group (this is, e.g., the subgroup pZg’ + C Z;’ of ZF’).
The group in
compact group
abelian groups
totally minimal

the above example is reduced (actually, every zero-dimensional
countably
is reduced). On the other hand, divisible minimal countably compact
are compact by Theorem 5.3 since minimal divisible abelian groups are
by Theorem 2.8. Since divisible countably compact abelian groups are

D. Dikranjan
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5.4 and 5.5) the following

question which

below

5.6. Is a connected

necessarily

85 (1998)

minimal

countably

compact

(w-bounded)

abelian

group

compact?

5.2. The case of connected minimal abelian groups
It turns out that Question
measurable

5.6 cannot

if there exists a nonfixed

intersections.
be consistent

be answered

ultrafilter

in ZFC. A cardinal

cy is Ulam-

on N which is closed under countable

The assumption that there exist no Ulam-measurable
cardinals is known to
with ZFC, while it is not known if their existence is consistent with ZFC

[701.
Theorem

5.7 [30]. Let cx 3 w be a cardinal. Then TFAE:

(a) o is Ulam-measurable;
(b) there exists a connected,

countably

G of weight Q;
(c) there exists a connected,

compact, noncompact

w-bounded,

noncompact

minimal abelian group

minimal

torsion-free

abelian

group G of weight a.
Let us recall that Ulam-measurable
parison between compactness

cardinals appeared recently in the context of com-

and countable

compactness.

Theorem 5.8 IS]. Zf(G, I-) IS a compact group with a countably compact group topology
finer than r, then IGI 1s an Ulam-measurable cardinal.
With its partial inverse:
Theorem 5.9 [ 141. Assume that o is an Ulam-measurable
group G of weight LY that admits a continuous
where m is the least Ulam-measurable

surjective

cardinal. Then every compact
homomorphism

G + K”,

cardinal, admits aJiner countably compact group

topology.
It was shown by Uspenskij [ 11.51 that the assertion of this theorem (i.e., there exists a
finer countably compact group topology) remains true for every compact group having
Ulam-measurable
weight.
Coming back to Theorem 5.7 we get the following
to Question

corollary giving a positive answer

5.6 for groups that are not too big (i.e., of Ulam-measurable

Theorem 5.10 [30]. Let G be a connected, countably
G. IfjG/ is not Ulam-measurable then G is compact.

cardinality).

compact, minimal abelian group

Here “abelian” cannot be removed in view of the following counterexample
given in
[30, Example 2.6(ii)]: the center of a w-bounded, connected, minimal group need not be
compact.
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Still one can prove the following,

where c(K)

denotes the connected

component

of a

group K.

Theorem 5.11 [30, Theorem 2.91. Let G be a connected,
group. If IGI is not Ulam-measurable

then G f? c(Z(G))

It should be noted that G need not contain c(Z(G))
proper closed essential subgroups [30]).

minimal, countably

compact

is compact.
(for example, when c(Z(G))

has

5.3. The structure of countably compact minimal abelian groups
Theorem

5.12(b) follows from Theorem

5.10; Theorem

5.12(c) follows from Theo-

rem 2.13, and finally, Theorem 5.12(a) can be proved by means of some specific properties of countably compact groups [27, Corollary 1.3, Theorem 1.71 and minimal abelian
groups [35, Example 4.5.151.

Theorem 5.12 [30]. Let G be a countably compact abelian group.
(a) If G is minimal, then G/c(G) is minimal.
(b) Z__G is minimal and Ic(G)l is not Warn-measurable
(c)

If c(G) is compact and G/c(G)

We isolate for convenience
connected

the:ase

then c(G) is compact.

is minimal, then G is minimal.
of small (i.e., of non-Ulam-measurable

cardinality)

component.

Corollary 5.13. Let G be a countably compact abelian group with Ic(G)j non-Ulammeasurable.

Then G is minimal iff c(G) is compact and G/c(G)

This corollary reduces the study of countably compact minimal
small connected component to that of totally disconnected groups.

is minimal.
abelian

groups with

Theorem 5.14 [30]. Let G be a countably compact totally disconnected nilpotent group.
Then for every p E P the subgroup td,(G) is closed and G = nPEP td,(G)
Moreover; G is minimal iff each td,(G) is minimal.
It is possible to reduce all to subgroups

topologically.

of powers of Z, by means of the following:

Proposition 5.15 [30]. Fix a prime p. Let G be a minimal quasi-p-torsion

abelian group.
Then, with (Y = w(G), there exists a dense minimal subgroup G1 of Zg and a compact
subgroup N of GI such that:
(a) the quotient group Gl/N is isomorphic to G;
(b) for every k E N, p”G C G is equivalent to p”ZF G G1;
(c) G1 is countably compact (w-bounded) iff G is countably compact (w-bounded).

II
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The next theorem was proved in [45] by means of a duality technique
leans on the assumption
Question

of w-boundedness.

It will play a crucial

which heavily

role in answering

2.18 in Section 6.4.

Theorem 5.16. Let a be a cardinal number and let p be a prime number. Then for every
dense w-bounded
Recently

minimal subgroup G of IZF there exists k E N such that p”ZF 5 G.

this was extended

Theorem 5.16 and its counterpart

to the countably
in the countably

compact

case in [47]. The proofs of

compact case in [47] are of completely

different nature. The first one is rather algebraic, while the second one, based on Baire’s
category theorem, has purely topological nature. Actually the latter generalizes to a
larger class, namely the sequentially complete groups (those groups that are sequentially
closed in any other Hausdorff group, countably compact groups are obviously sequentially
complete).
These theorems easily yield, by means of Proposition

Corollary 5.17. Let G be a countably
group. Then there exists a compact

compact

subgroup

is a direct product Qrovided
GIN = I&G,
compact p-torsion minimal groups G,.
This completely

minimal

totally disconnected

abelian

N of G such that the quotient

group

with the product topology) of countably

resolves the structure problem for countably

disconnected abelian groups.
The following possibility of “approximation”
tablished

5.15:

compact minimal

by large w-bounded

in [30]. Its proof is carried out in the torsion-free

subgroups

totally
was es-

case and then “projected”

on

the original group in the general case.

Theorem 5.18. Every minimal connected countably compact abelian group G contains
a minimal connected w-bounded

subgroup G, such that its closure G, is a Gs-subgroup

of G.

6. Infinite powers of minimal ahelian groups
6.1. Infinite products of minimal abelian groups
In 1977 a question
minimality

of Arhangel’skii

came to measure

the simultaneous

failure

of

to be preserved by products and quotients:

Question 6.1. Does there exist a class A of minimal abelian groups that is closed with
respect to taking closed subgroups, arbitrary products and quotients and properly contains
the class of all compact abelian groups?
The existence of three such classes was established
used in [43] gave as a by-product

total minimality

in [43] (see also [35]). The method

of all powers of Q/Z (see Section 6.2).
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A general criterion

for minimality

~241.
Eberhardt and Schwanengel
ucts for countable
ucts of h-complete
of center-free

families

of arbitrary products of abelian groups was given in

[54] proved that total minimality

of torsion groups. Preservation

totally minimal

minimal

is preserved under prod-

of total minimality

groups was proved in [52]. Minimality

groups was established

by Megrelishvili

[73, Theorem

for prodof products
1.151. The

case of locally compact minimal groups is studied in [93]. As Uspenskij recalled to me,
the question of when infinite products of complete minimal groups are minimal is still
open.
In the sequel we concentrate
6.2. Minimality
Stephenson

on minimality

of infinite powers of abelian groups.

of infinite powers
[121] asked if the power (Q/Z)w

is minimal.

This was answered positively

by Eberhard and Schwanengel [54], and in the general case of arbitrary infinite powers
by Dikranjan and Stoyanov [43] and Grant [62]. The minimality of arbitrary powers of an
abelian group G was characterized

by Stoyanov

[ 1071. He showed that if GC is minimal,

then all powers of G are minimal. This gives the possibility to define the following
cardinal invariant [24] in order to measure the failure of minimality of the powers of a
minimal

abelian group G. Set:

K(G) = 1 if all powers of G are minimal,
K(G) = min{a:

otherwise

let

G” is not minimal}.

Then K(G) < c for every minimal

abelian group by Stoyanov’s

theorem.

Example 6.2.
(a) K(Z,T~) = 2 and ~(a/@
(b) If G is perfectly minimal,

= 1.
then either K(G) = 1 or r;(G) 3 w.

(c) [39]: For every n > 1 there exists a minimal

abelian group G, with K(G%) = n.

These examples leave open the question whether K.(G) may take infinite values [ 121.
The first examples of a group G with n(G) = w were given by Grant and Comfort [63]
and by Eberhardt and Schwanengel[54]-the
socle of Q/Z (see Example 2.7). Stoyanov
found a torsion-free group with the same property [107].
One can extend the definition
K(P) = sup{&(G):

of r; to a class P of topological

groups by setting

G E P, minimal}.

Let us abbreviate 6 = K(all abelian topological groups). Then by what we said above
w < K < c. The question whether K is uncountable (set in [89]) turned out to be much
harder.
Set Ic = loge+, i.e., Ic = min{X: 2x > c}. This cardinal satisfies w < k < c and
depends on the cardinal arithmetics, e.g., MA gives Ic = c, in particular, cf(lc) > w. It is
easy to see that also cf(lc) = w is consistent with ZFC. (In fact, take any Easton model
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for n E N, 2”- = ww+2 and 2wa = w,+r

for (Y > w, so

that Ic = w,.)
For a prime p denote by QP the class of groups isomorphic

to a subgroup of the group

Z, of p-adic integers. It was proved in [39, Theorem 5.11 that
/c < K(&&) 6 c for every p E P

and

K = sup{~(Q,):

p E P}.

(9)

More precisely:

Theorem 6.3 [39]. For every p E P there exists a group G E QP with K(G) 3 k.
Consequently,

ri > w.

Clearly, under MA this gives IF.= c.
We do not know if cf(E) > w is a theorem of ZFC. It follows from (9) that in any
model of ZFC where cf(r;) > w (in particular, if there are only finitely many cardinals
between k and c) one has K = 6(&J,) for some p.
more precisely the relation between K, k and c under the asWI = k < c. Is k < K (or K < c) possible? If k+ < c is then k < K < c

Problem 6.4. Determine
sumption
possible?

Our knowledge on K( Q,) is still not sufficiently precise to distinguish
primes p, so that we leave open even the following

between different

Question 6.5. Is there an odd prime p with K(&,) # K(&)?
6.3.

Critical power of minimal&y of the pseudocompact

The cardinal

Q = K(pseudocompact

abelian groups)

groups

was studied first in [41]. More

precisely the following was proved:
(I) ([41, Theorem 1.161) [2”’ = c] For every cardinal o satisfying w < IT < k there
exists a pseudocompact

(II) ([41, Theorem

abelian group G of weight WI such that n(G) 3 o.
1.121) Assume that w < o < k is a regular cardinal. Then for

every cardinal 1 < r < u there exists a pseudocompact
that n(G)

group G of weight o such

= 7.

Clearly, this gives Q = c under MA. Note that the assumption of (II) yields WI < k, hence
2“” = c. Moreover, in (I) one has w(G) = WI < c 6 K(G) while in (II) h;(G) < 0 < k.
This raises the question (Question

1.21 from [41]) which values of n between w and k can

be covered and whether there is a relation between K(G) and w(G) for a pseudocompact
group.
The next theorem from [29] answers these questions. In the sequel a topological group
containing a dense countably compact subgroup will be called strongly pseudocompact,
even if the usually accepted definition, in the case of topological spaces requires less,
namely a dense countably compact subset (see [7]). Clearly strong pseudocompactness
implies pseudocompactness.
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Theorem 6.6. Let u and r be cardinals such that w < u and w < r < k. For every
prime p there exists a dense strongly pseudocompact

subgroup G of .Zg such that GA is

totally minimal for each X < r but G’ is not even minimal. In particular
Let us note that the restriction

w < r~ is natural since a metrizable

K(G) = r.
pseudocompact

group G (i.e., with W(G) = w) is compact [%I, hence K.(G) = 1. This theorem covers
all possible values of K between w and k and shows that there is no relation between K(G)
and w(G) for a pseudocompact

group beyond this trivial one, in particular

w(G)

= 0

need not be greater than K(G) as in (II).

Corollary 6.7. Let es = n(strongly pseudocompact
particulal;

abelian groups).

Then es > k. In

o 2 es > k 2 WI.

Let MA + CH denote the conjunction
of Martin’s Axiom MA together with the
negation of the Continuum Hypothesis CH. This additional set theoretic assumption is
known to be consistent with ZFC [70].

Corollary 6.8. Suppose MA + XH. Then for each w < r 6 c there exists a strongly
pseudocompact abelian group G such that GA is totally minimal for each X < T, but G’
is not even minimal, so n(G) = r. In partictdar; es = c.
Since w < k in ZFC, one can get from Theorem
with K(G) = w or K(G) = wr without any additional

6.6 strongly pseudocompact
set-theoretic

assumptions

groups
beyond

ZFC. Here are some open problems.

Question 6.9.
(A) For which natural numbers n there exists in ZFC a pseudocompact

abelian group

G with n(G) = n + 1 (compare with Example 6.2(c))?
(B) Assume 2”’ = c. For which natural numbers n there exists a strongly pseudocompact abelian group G such that G” is (totally) minimal,

but Gnf’

is not minimal,

so r;(G) = n + l?
(C) Does Corollary 6.8, in particular
assumptions

es = c, hold without any additional

set-theoretic

beyond ZFC?

Concerning (A) and (B) it should be mentioned that the existence for each natural n
of pseudocompact abelian groups G such that G” is totally minimal, but Gn+’ is not
minimal (so K(G) = n. + 1)) follows from (II) with r = 7~+ 1 and (T = wr under the
assumption 2wI = c [41, Corollary 1.131.

Theorem 6.10 [29]. es > rc({G E L&: e/G is torsion-free}) for every prime p.
It is not clear whether the class {G E QP: G/G is torsion-free} can be replaced
by the larger class QP. If “Yes”, this will trivially yield es = Q = IC. This should be
compared with the low value of rc on the class of countably compact abelian groups (see
Section 6.4).
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6.4. Critical power of minima@

81

of the countably compact groups

The results from Section 5.3 will permit now to compute the cardinals
(1 = r;(countably
By Theorem
can conclude
Moreover,

2.17, Example

and

p = K(w-bounded

([ 1071; [35, 6.1.171) one

that either o = 1 or Q = w [41]. Analogously,

either p = 1 or p = w.

The following

6.2 and Stoyanov’s

groups).

criterion

obviously

connected

compact groups)

p < o.

theorem enables the computation

countably

of the critical power of minimality

of

compact abelian groups.

Theorem 6.11 [30]. Let G be a countably compact group such that G” is minimal. Then
c(Z(G)) is compact.
Corollary 6.12. A connected
ifSn(G)

minimal countably

compact abelian group G is compact

= 1.

Corollary

6.12 gives the following:

Theorem 6.13. K(G) = 1 f or a minimal, countably
is compact and n(G/c(G))
= 1.

compact, abelian group G iff c(G)

In fact, assume that r;(G) = 1 for a minimal, countably compact, abelian group G.
Then c(G) is compact by Corollary 6.12. By Theorem 5.12(a) applied to the group G”
this yields that (G/c(G))

w is minimal and this entails n(G/c(G))

= 1. If c(G) is compact

and K(G/c(G))
= 1 we argue applying Theorem 5.12 (c) again to the group G”.
Now we see that the equality &(G/c(G))
= 1 is always available in the case G is
w-bounded. The proof of the following theorem is based on Theorems 5.14, 5.16 and
Proposition

5.15.

Theorem 6.14 [45]. rc(totally disconnected

w-bounded

abelian groups) = 1.

This theorem, together with Corollary 6.12, yields that K(G) = K(c(G)) for a minimal
w-bounded

abelian group G. In other words, K(G) = 1 for a minimal w-bounded

abelian

group G precisely when c(G) is compact, otherwise K(G) = w. Hence n(G) “measures”
the compactness of c(G). This describes completely the invariant K(G) of an w-bounded
minimal abelian group G. This shows also that there is no danger to alter /3 by restricting
the range of K( -) to the smaller class of all w-bounded connected minimal abelian groups:
K(connected,

w-bounded

abelian groups) = p.

Corollary 6.15 [45].
(a) Under the assumption
to 1,
(b) under the assumption

that there exist no Ulam-measurable
that there exist Ulam-measurable

cardinals, ,B is equal

cardinals, p is equal to w.
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Now we pass to the case of countably
of Theorem

compact groups. It turns out that the counterpart

6.14 remains true. The proof is based again on Theorem

5.15 and the counterpart

of Theorem

5.16 in the countably

5.14, Proposition

compact case.

Theorem 6.16 [47].
n(totally

disconnected

countably compact minimal abelian groups) = 1.

Again this gives:

Corollary 6.17 [47]. For a minimal countably compact abelian group n(G) = 1 precisely when c(G) is compact,
In other words, the corollary
tence of Ulam-measurable

says that the assertion

“Q = 1” is equivalent

to nonexis-

cardinals.

Theorem 6.18 [47]. (Y= /I; more precisely:
(a) under the assumption
(b) under the assumption
6.5. Countable compactness

that there exist no Ulam-measurable cardinals, (Y = ,8 = 1,
that there exist Ulam-measurable cardinals, cr = p = w.
of the powers

Countable compactness of topological groups need not be preserved by products: under
the assumption of MA, van Douwen [50] and Malykhin [71] have found countably
compact groups G and H such that G x H is not countably compact. Nevertheless, the
existence of such a pair G and H in ZFC it is still an open question [ 11, Question lA.21.
Under the assumption
the condition

of MAcountat,te (a weak version of Martin axiom equivalent

that the real line is not the union of fewer than c-many nowhere

subsets), Hart and van Mill [67] found a countably
not countably

compact. Tomita [ 1121 constructed

group HT such that Hg is countably
“Critical

power of countable

compact group H such that H* is

under MA countabtea countably

compact and H;

compactness”

y(G),

to

dense

compact

is not countably compact.
in the spirit of the critical power

of minimalty K(G), can be defined for every countably compact group G and this was
implicitly done by Comfort [ll, p. 3171. Obviously, this invariant can be defined for any
countably compact Tychonov space X as well. This author notes that surely y(X) 6 2’
by a theorem of Ginsburg

and Saks [61], hence always y(G)

< 2’ for countably

compact

topological groups as well. The question whether there exists a countably compact space
X with y(X) = 2’ was raised by Comfort in his review of [61] (Mathematical Reviews
52 (I), pp. 227-228). As noted in [ 11, p. 3 18, (b)], Yang [ 1201 and Saks [94] have shown
that the existence of such a space is consistent with ZFC. The question whether there
exists a countably compact group G with y(G) = 2’, and the more general question
whether for every cardinal Q < 2’ there exists a countably compact group G with
r(G) = (Y, seem to be still open [ 11, Question lA.31. The above mentioned results from
[67] and [ 1121 present a solution (under MA countabte)in the case (Y= 2 and a = 3. Quite
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recently Tomita [ 1131 proved (again under MA cou,,r&le)that for every k E N there exists
a dense countably compact subgroup G of { - 1, l}’ with k < r(G) < 2’“. According to a
citation in [ 11, (c), p. 3 181, the methods of [67] could give a more precise result, namely:
for every natural n > 1 there exists a group H of { - 1, 1}’ with y(H)
countably

compact

the following

groups that appeared

improvement

so far were subgroups

that can be obtained

= n. Since all

of { - 1, l}‘, we offer

from these groups by an appropriate

modification:
Lemma 6.19 [30]. If there exists a countably compact group H of exponent 2 and
y(H)

= o, then there exists also a minimal, countably compact, zero dimensional abelian

group G with y(G) = Q and n(G) = 1.
Minimal

groups of exponent

2 are compact, hence the group G in the above lemma

cannot have exponent 2.
Note that the group G in Lemma 6.19 witnessing

r(G)

= Q:has very strong minimahty

properties, namely K(G) = 1. This is in perfect balance with what we had in Section 5.4:
according to Theorem 6.18, the countably compact abelian group G having K(G) = w
(the only #
compact.

1 value!)

can be chosen w-bounded,

hence having all powers countably

The following result is based, as the previous lemma, on an example of a family of
countably compact groups with similar properties given by Tomita [ 1121.
Theorem

6.20 [30]. Under the assumption of MA countablefor every k E N there exists
of minimal, countably compact, zero dimensional abelian groups

a sequence {H,):!,

H,, such that for every collection of k of them the product is countably compact and
for every collection of k c 1 of them the product is not countably compact. Moreover; all
powers of fir!,

H, are minimal.

7. Miscellanea
We will not be able to discuss in detail minimality
as introduced

by FriE and Zanolin

for sequential

convergence

groups

[57]. We refer the reader to [57,31] for the necessary

definitions and main techniques, [loll for the counterpart of the precompactness
and [28] for recent progress and open problems in this field.

problem,

7.1. Universal groups and automorphism groups
Megrelishvili
[73, Theorem 3.121 found a perfectly minimal group that is not isomorphic to a subgroup of the unitary group of any Hilbert space answering in this way
negatively to a question of Stoyanov [ 1 lo] (whether the unitary groups of Hilbert spaces
are universal groups for the class of minimal group). The reader can find more detail
also in [ 13, 3.3C]. Concerning the universal group Is(U) constructed by Uspenskij and
described in the survey [13, Theorem 3.8.11, we add here that recently Uspenskij [115]
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discovered

two new properties of these groups-they

ple (so provide the embedding
The idea to use semidirect
Dierolf and Schwanengel

described

product for construction

and topologically

of minimal

[ 18,971. This tool was largely developed

anov [93] who proved the following
sequel, the semidirect

are minimal

sim-

in Theorem 2.10(c)).

generalization

of Example

groups comes from
by Remus and Stoy2.3. Here and in the

product is taken with respect to the natural action of the group of

automorphisms.

Theorem 7.1. For every n > 1 the semidirect product of IL%”
with the topological group
GL, (R) is minimal.
Actually, they showed that GL,(R) can be replaced by any closed subgroup H of
GL,(IR) that contains all diagonal matrices with positive entries [93, Example 3.2(b)].
Megrelishvili

generalizes

Theorem

7.1 in un unpublished

every locally compact abelian group G containing
G with the topological group Aut(G) is minimal.
Megrelishvili

work [76], he proves that for

a real line, the semidirect

also proves that every normed space X is GL(X)-minimal

product of
and asks for

what infinite-dimensional
normed spaces X the topological semidirect product of X with
GL(X) is minimal (cf. 7.1). According to [73, Corollary 2.81, this is equivalent to the
question:
topologies

when the given topology
on GL(X)

on GL(X)

is minimal

which preserve the continuity

within the Hausdorff

group

of the action?

Stoyanov (cited in [5, Problem VI.71 and [13, Question 3.3.3(a)]) asked if the automorphism group Aut(C) of a compact homogeneous space C, equipped with the topology of
uniform convergence, is minimal. Recently Gamamik [59] proved that Aut(C) is minimal when C = [0, l] or C = (0, I}” (the latter answers a question from [13, p. 811). He
proved also that Aut( [0, lln) is not minimal when n > 1.
7.2. Categorical aspects of minima&y
The categorical aspects of minimality
[6], minimality

were discussed for the first time by Banaschewski

with respect to a bireflector was studied recently in [32]. Here we discuss

a notion of compactness

that arises in a more general

(categorical

provides a good instance of the power of the precompactness

[72,9]) setting and

theorem for minimal abelian

groups as a tool for establishing compactness “out of nothing”.
A topological group G is categorically compact if for any topological

group H the

projection G x H --+H sends closed subgroups to closed subgroups [46]. Obviously compact groups are categorically compact. An easy application of the closed graph theorem
proves the second implication in the following diagram (see [46, Theorem 2.31):
compact *

categorically

compact *

h-complete.

(10)

Categorical compactness is preserved under taking quotients, closed subgroups and
products [9,46]. The compactness of the abelian (actually, soluble) categorically compact
topological groups can be established by means of the precompactness theorem for min-
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imal abelian

groups [46, Corollary

follows directly from Theorem

3.121. The proof is based on the next theorem that

3.11:

Theorem 7.2. Every categorically

compact w-precompact

topological

group is totally

minimal.

Corollary 7.3. If G is categorically

compact, then every closed separable

subgroup of

G is totally minimal.
It is not known if this remains true in the general case:

Question 7.4. Is every categorically
Now suppose that G is an abelian
corollary

and the precompactness

compact group totally minimal?
categorically

compact group. Then by the above

theorem of Prodanov

and Stoyanov

every closed sep-

arable subgroup of G is compact. This yields that G is w-bounded, and consequently G
is compact (as G is complete by (10)). To prove that a soluble categorically compact
group is compact in the general case one argues by induction on the number of steps to
arrive at the subgroup { 1) along the derived series of the group.
The question whether the first implication in (10) is reversible is still open in the
general case. It can be proved for locally compact connected group [46, Proposition 5.11.
This yields immediately a counterexample for the reverse second implication of (lO)take, for example, G = SL:!(IR). N ow G is h-complete by Example 3.8. On the other
hand, G has closed subgroups isomorphic to iR that cannot be categorically compact.
The following description of discrete categorically compact countable groups was
given in [46].

Theorem 7.5. A countable discrete group G is categorically compact ifand only ifevery
subgroup of G is totally minimal.
It leaves open the following:

Question 7.6 [46]. Is every discrete categorically
7.3. Minimal@

compact group finite?

and dimension

Our starting point is the following:

Question 7.7 (Arhangel’skii).
zero-dimensional

Does a totally disconnected
group topology?

group always admit a coarser

This is true for topological spaces. The answer is “Yes” for pseudocompact groups,
according to the following unpublished result of Shakhmatov of 1990 (see also [27,
Corollary 1.61):
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Theorem 7.8 [27]. Every pseudocompact
linear topology. In particular

totally disconnected

a minimal pseudocompact

group admits a coarser

group is totally disconnected

ifs

it is zero-dimensional.
If the answer to Arhangel’skii’s

question

is positive for arbitrary

topological

groups

this will give a positive answer also to the following:
Question

7.9. Is a minimal

totally disconnected

group always zero-dimensional?

For hereditarily disconnected groups the situation changes completely:
even totally minimal pseudocompact and have arbitrarily large dimension:

they may be

Theorem 7.10 [26]. For every natural number n or n = w there exists a hereditarily
disconnected,

totally minimal, pseudocompact

abelian group H, with dim H, = n.

7.4. Minimal rings, modules andjelds
Minimal

(and totally minimal)

rings can be defined in analogy

to minimal

groups.

In the case of unital rings minimality is preserved under formation of matrix rings and
Cartesian products [19], but it was not clear whether it is preserved under quotients,
i.e., whether there exist minimal topological rings that are not totally minimal
example of such a ring was given very recently by Megrelishvili [74].
Minimality

in algebras was considered

by Banaschewski

[6] and by Prodanov

[19]. An
[S 1,881,

who studied also minimal topological modules in [X3,87]. Recently Tonolo [114] adopted
a new technique, based on duality, for the study of minimal modules covered by compact submodules

(the same technique

was essentially

exploited

also in the proof of

Theorem 5.16). In particular, he shows that for a module of this class total minimality
as a topological module is equivalent to total minimality as a topological group [114,
Theorem 3.41.
Another far going generalization

of 2.3 was obtained recently by Megrelishvili

Theorem 7.11. For every locally retrobounded

division topological

product of the additive group K with the muhiplicative
non-zero elements of K is minimal.

topological

[76]:

ring the semidirect
group K* of all

In particular, this theorem applies to locally compact division rings and to division
rings topologized by a proper absolute value or a proper valuation.
Weber [ 1181 resolved a question of Wiesiaw [ 1191 by showing that the topology of
convergence in Lebesgue measure on [0, l] of the rational function field R(X) cannot
be weakened to a minimal ring topology. By a similar proof he established this for pure
transcendental extensions of a field that is not an algebraic extension of a finite field.
Note added June 1997. After reading a preliminary version of this paper Megrelishvili
answered negatively Arhangel’skii’s Question 7.7 by finding a minimal totally disconnected group that is not zero-dimensional.
This answers negatively also Question 7.9.
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